Let A" and A denote the selfadjoint operators given by -A associated with zero boundary conditions in the domains S and Í2, respectively, where 5 is a semi-infinite (or infinite) cylinder with arbitrary cross-section in TV-dimensional Euclidean space (A/>2) and fl is obtained from 5 by perturbing a finite portion of the boundary of 5. It has been previously shown that there exists a set of intervals, Gm= [vm, vm+1), m = \, 2, -■ • , such that 0<v"< vm+i<co,A0 has spectral multiplicity mon G" and there is a unitary y-matrix, £fm(X), of rank m corresponding to each G", whose elements may be explicitly given. It is now shown that ym(A) may be meromorphically continued onto the Riemann surface Rm, obtained by making each v¡ a branch point of order one,/=l, • • •, m. Furthermore, the poles are shown to correspond to resonant states.
1. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to consider the singularities of the «^-matrix associated with the perturbation and scattering problem discussed in [l]- [3] . This situation differs considerably from quantum mechanical scattering in that here there occurs an infinite number of "nonphysical" sheets and the rank of the ¿^-matrix varies with the spectral parameter.2 In this section we shall first briefly recall the relevant results obtained in [l]- [3] and then outline the results of the remainder of this paper.
Let 5 denote the semi-infinite cylinder in RN, /V-dimensional Euclidean space (A/_2), with arbitrary bounded cross-section /. Thus, S consists of the points x=(xx, • • • , xN)=(x, xN) e RN, where Je e / and xA_0.3
Now we perturb a finite portion of S, the boundary of S, to obtain a semi-infinite domain Í2 with a sufficiently smooth boundary Û,4 such that Ci=S for each point x=(jc, xN) for which xs is sufficiently large, say >o = X\-Let A0 iA) denote the selfadjoint operator acting in the Hubert space H0=L2iS) (//=L2(Q)), given by -A=-2f=1(52/d;c2) associated with the zero Dirichlet boundary condition in the domain S(O). Let At denote the corresponding operator defined in £2(/) and let {vn} and r¡"ix) denote a complete set of eigenvalues (in increasing order) and corresponding orthonormal eigenfunctions for At.
Let Ae denote the continuous part of A (i.e. that part of A orthogonal to all of its eigenfunctions). Let A denote the set of eigenvalues of A. It was shown in [1] that a complete set of generalized eigenfunctions for A0 is given by w°n(x; X) = (2M1/2 sin(A -vn)wxNr¡nix) for each X e (rm, vm+1), n= 1, • • • , m, and arbitrary m. It was also shown in [1] employing the limiting absorption principle that two complete sets of generalized eigenfunctions, w*(x; A)=w°(;c; X)+v%ix; X), may be constructed for Ac, where X e (vm, vm+x)-A, n=\, 2, ■ ■ ■ , m, and m is arbitrary. The functions i»~(x; X) satisfy the following incoming radiation condition for xs^xN: m v~ix; X) = 2C(A)exp{-i(;.
-v)1/2*v}»?n-(*)
n'=l
n'=m+l where ( )1/2 denotes the positive square root and X e (vm, vm+x)-A. The outgoing radiation condition for v^ix; X) is defined similarly with (A-vn01/2 replaced by -(A-v)1/2, n' = l,---,m, and c^(A) by cl-iX).
It was also shown in [1] that wave operators W± may be constructed by stationary methods in terms of the functions w°"ix; X) and w*(x; X). In [2], IF* were expressed by means of a time-dependent approach and the scattering operator £f was defined by £f= W+~lW~.
The present paper deals with the ^-matrices ^m(A) which were shown in [3] to yield a convenient representation for Sf. It was proved in [3] that the operator Sf m(k), acting in Cm, the wi-dimensional complex unitary space, is given by
where Xe(vm,vm+1)-A, I denotes the identity operator and Tm(X) is represented by the following matrix : £fm(X) is a unitary mapping on Cm.
An interesting feature of this result is the fact that the rank m of the matrix ¿fm(X) varies with X. This is a consequence of the fact that m0(X)=m for each X e [vm, vm+1), where m0(X) denotes the spectral multiplicity of A0 at the point X. Hence a new "channel" is added to the spectrum at each point vm. It is for this reason that our results differ considerably from those obtained in [4] and [5] . Furthermore, we shall not need to employ the integral equation method of [5] or the techniques or results developed in [4] .
In §2, we shall meromorphically continue ¿r°m(X) to certain "nonphysical sheets". In §3, we shall relate the poles of ^m(X) to "resonant states". We shall see that there are 2m-1 nonphysical sheets associated with 3fm(X), whereas in [4] and [5] there is only one nonphysical sheet associated with the ^-matrix.
2. Poles of the ¿''-matrix. In order to deal with the ^-matrix, it will be convenient to restrict our operators A0 and A to closed intervals @=[a,b]g:o(Ae) over which the «^-matrix has constant rank. Hence we assume that A has no eigenvalues in <& and that ^c (vm, vm+1) for some fixed integer m. Set A0^=A0E0^ (A#=AE&), where {E0x} ({Ex}) denotes the spectral resolution of A0 (A). We are thus interested in the scattering operator, ^'^=S/'E^, associated with A0^ and A&. Our aim in this section is to meromorphically continue the ^-matrix S^m(X), defined by (1.2) and (1.3) and associated with ¿?g, to values of X outside of 'S.
We observe from ( Thus our aim is to show that Sfm(X) has a meromorphic continuation from ro to r\ across that part of the branch cut in the A-plane contained in â?.
To prove this, we shall need the following lemma. The proof of (a) was given in both [6] and [7] and the proof of (b) follows from [7, Corollary II] . Now suppose that Im /c>0 and (2.2) holds. We set Remark 2.2. We are not able to employ this method to study the continuation of Sf m(X) across ^ onto any of the sheets Yj,j>m, for the following reason. If we set k=(X-v¡)l/i, then k is purely imaginary and Im k<0 for X e Sr\Yç. Hence ¿^"(k) is not unitary on a portion of the boundary of the lower half plane but rather on an interior set of points.
Therefore, we cannot employ the reflection principle to meromorphically continue S^m(K) onto the half plane Im »c>0 (i.e., to continue ¿fm(X) onto T3).
3. The resonant states. In this section we obtain an interesting characterization of the poles of Sf 'm(X) on Rm. We shall say that A0 e Rmisa pole of STJX) if K0=(X0-vn¡y>2 is a pole of &m(x2+vn), n,£m, corresponding to any one of the continuations of Theorem 2. We readily see from (3.5) and (3.6) that w(x; X0)-2n=ihnw~(x; /") either vanishes identically or else is an eigenfunction of A corresponding to X0. Since X0 $ A, we thus conclude that w(x; X0)=2n=y hnw~(x; X0).
Equating coefficients in (3.5) and (3.6), we conclude that Hence ^m(Xo)*h=0, h=(hx, ■■• , AJ#0, so that A0 is a pole of ^m(X).
Q.E.D.
Remark 3.1. A result analogous to Theorem 3.1 may be proved for an arbitrary sheet, r_ ... " of Rm using similar reasoning. However, it is necessary first to meromorphically continue the functions w~(x; A"0) to rni... n . Hence we postpone this result to a future publication.
Remark 3.2. The results of this paper hold even if the coefficients and boundary conditions are perturbed, provided the perturbation has bounded support. A may even be nonselfadjoint. The arguments remain essentially unchanged.
